UK Declaration of Conformity

This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer

ABB France
11, rue d’Arsonval
69680 Chassieu
France

Object of declaration

Auxiliary contact

Type

CA3-10, CA3-10-M
CA3-01, CA3-01-M
CA3-10S, CA3-01S

The object of the declaration described above is in conformity with the relevant statutory requirements

Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 2016

The Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations 2012

and are in conformity with the following designated standards or other normative documents

EN60947-5-1:2017
EN IEC 63000:2018

Signed for and on behalf of

ABB France, Chassieu, June 15th, 2022

Alain ORTEGA
R&D Certification Manager

Régis DARNAULT
Quality Manager